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We study the nondegenerated solutions of the rotation of a four-dimensional rigid 
body in a quadratic potential field. This problem has 6 degrees of freedom. We 
obtain 143 topologically different solutions and explicit formulas in Prym 
theta-functions. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the last two decades several algebro-geometric constructions in connection with methods in 
explicitly solving nonlinear equations of mathematical physics were developed.‘-4 In particular 
the role of Riemann surfaces, Abelian varieties, and theta-functions was found to be decisive in 
finding quasiperiodic solutions of the celebrated Korteweg-de Vries equation u,= UU,+ uXXX for 
which explicit formulas for u(x,t) in terms of Riemann theta-functions were found. After the 
Korteweg-de Vries equation this method, known now as the finite-gap integration, was success- 
fully applied to other equations, e.g., the sine-Gordon equation5 nonlinear Schrodinger equation, 
etc. Decisive in the method of the finite-gap integration is that all these equations admit a com- 
mutator representation 
L- $, M- 2 
I 
=O, 
where L=L(x,t,X) and M=M(x,t,X) are polynomials in the parameter X (called the spectral 
parameter) with coefficients (n X n)-matrices depending on n and t. 
In the case when L and M are operators independent of x, the above system becomes a system 
of ordinary differential equations 
; M=[L, M]. 
Then (L,M) is called the “Lax pair.” 
Even the case of a first degree polynomial L, i.e., the case of a linear (n X n)-matrix operator 
(1) 
where C=diag(c I ,..., cn), ci # cj, U=(Uij>~,j=l is the (nXn)-matrix, Uii=const, i= l,..., n 
(U is called matrix potential) lead to interesting physical problems. These operators were studied 
in details by Dubrovin in Ref. 6. 
The equation 
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F:det(w.l-M(t,X))=O 
defines an affine algebraic curve which does not depend on t. The compactification I’ of I? is 
called a spectrum of the operator L. I“ has singularities at the points w1 ,w2,...,mn , defined by the 
condition X(ai)=w, i = 1 , . . . ,n. Any two points mi and mj E F’ are different because of the require- 
ment ci # cj if i_# j in Eq. (I), see Ref. 6. After a desingularization, I” becomes a compact 
Riemann surface r. 
We notice that the solutions obtained by finite-gap integration are complex ones. On the other 
hand the potentials U(t) which appear in the natural physical problems have real symmetries and 
to determine them directly is not an easy problem. Instead one can make use of the geometric 
origin of the solutions, or more precisely to use that the Riemann surfaces corresponding to real 
solutions have real symmetries. The simplest symmetry is the self-adjointness of L, i.e., U* 
=u, * is the hermitean conjugation.7 The case n =2 (containing nonlinear Schrodinger, sine- 
Gordon equation, etc.) is studied in Ref. 8. The common self-adjoint potentials are studied in Ref. 
6; it turns out that the ccrresponding Riemann surface l? is real, i.e., there exists an antiholomor- 
phic involution r, : I’-+F, see Sec. I. 
Another case of interest is the case of the real potential U, i.e., U,(t) :R if t ER, i,j 
z 1 , . . . ,n, a case studied in Ref. 6. Now on the corresponding Riemann surface F there exists an 
antiholomorphic involution r2: f-+f with different properties from that of rl, see Sec. I. 
Natural problems lead also to potentials which are both self-adjoint and real, see Ref. 9. For 
example this situation appears in the problem of rigid body rotating about a fixed point, or in the 
problem of the geodesic flow on so(p). 
The aim of this article is to study the solutions of one concrete Hamiltonian system: rotation 
of a four-dimensional rigid body around a fixed point in a quadratic potential field. In Ref. 10 
Bogoyavlenskij proved that (in the n-dimensional case) this problem admits Lax-representation, is 
completely integrable, and has 6 degrees of freedom (in the n-dimensional case it has n(n - 1)/2 
degrees of freedom). The solutions of that problem are self-adjoint and real. The conditions of 
realness of the case n = 3 were studied in Ref. 11. We will prove that, in the case n =4, there are 
143 topologically different solutions. 
We. need to explain to the reader the term “topologically different solutions.” In accordance 
with the classical Liouville-Arnold’s theorem12 the compact invariant varieties of the completely 
integrable system for almost all values of the first integrals are homeomorphic with several 
n-dimensional tori. The solutions of the Hamiltonian system are straight linear over these tori. For 
a description of the topological nature of the Hamiltonian system we need to determine the 
topological type of the compact invariant varieties, after which we explain how the invariant 
compact varieties pass over from one to another, when the initial conditions are changed. Thus, we 
obtain the phase picture without some bifurcation’s set. 
We briefly describe the main results contained in the article. In the Sec. I we give the 
equations, representing the above problem and the corresponding Riemann surface l? together with 
the conditions of realness and self-adjointness. Because of the symmetries there exist antiholo- 
morphic involutions 71 : lY+lY and r2: I’-+lY, $=identity over I7 which have fixed properties. To 
solve the problem it is necessary to make a topological classification of the four-tuples (F,ri ,r2,X) 
of the Riemann surfaces I? with two anti-involutions and 4-sheeted meromorphic function X: 
l?-KP.’ In Sec. II we find that there exist 36 topologically different four-tuples (r,r1,r2,h) and 
we compute the number of the invariant tori on each component. The general number of the 
invariant tori is 143. This is the content of Theorem 1. In Sec. III we construct an appropriate basis 
in the one-dimensional homologies H,(F), in which the Riemann theta-function reduces to the 
Prym theta-function. Using this special basis we compute explicitly the tori, forming the Prym 
variety (on which the motion is straight linear), receive the explicit formulas for the angular 
velocities, and reduce the formulas in the Prym theta-functions over the Riemann surfaces of 
genus 6 and 3. We find the real symmetries of the values, participating in the formulas. We do 
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this in one of the 36 cases only, but the formulas and the symmetries are analogous in the other 
cases. Theorem 2 in Sec. III contains this result. 
II. THE SPECTRUM OF THE PROBLEM 
Consider the problem of rotation of a four-dimensional rigid body around a fixed point in a 
quadratic potential field. The system, describing this motion is 
n;l=[M, WI-[U, I], 
ti=[lJ, Iv], (2) 
where M=(Mi,j)f,j=l, W=(Wi,j>~,j=1 are skew-symmetric, Z=diag(Z, ,Z,,Zs,Zd), Zk, k=1,...,4 
are real, positive, and different constants, Mi,j= Z,ZI Wi,j ,i, j, k,l are different indexes from 1 to 4, 
U=U’=(Ui,j)~j=,. 
In Ref. 10 it has been proved that the problem of a n-dimensional rigid body, rotating around 
a fixed point in a quadratic potential field is completely integrable. In order to integrate Eq. (2) we 
use Lax-representation with spectral parameter X 




defines an affine algebraic curve which does not depend on t. After compactitication and desin- 
gularization, l? becomes a compact Riemann surface, called the spectrum of the problem. r is a 
4-sheeted covering of the complex line X. The genus of r is equal to 9. Obviously there is a 
holomorphic involution a(y,X) = (y, - X) acting on r. The “a-points” (points x E r, satisfying 
crx=x) are 8-these are h-‘(O) and X-‘(m). So, by the Riemann-Hurvitz theorem, the genus of 
r,=rh is equal to 3. 
Because of the real symmetries of the matrices M, U, and W the operator L(A) is self- 
adjointed, i.e., L*(X) = L( -x) (here * is the hermitean conjugation). Hence there exists an anti- 
holomorphic involution r1 : I’-+T, 4=idenbty, T, (y,X) = (Y, - 1) such that6 
(1) The set l?‘r = {x E r:r,x = x} separates r into two components Tf and r-; rlak=ak, 
k= 1,...,4. 
(2) The function A does not have branch points over iRP’ = { mz1.z E Rum} and 
h-‘(iRP’) = r-71. 
The operator L (X) is also “real,” i.e., L(X) = L($). Then there exists a second antiholo- 
morphic involution r2: r-r, r2(y,X) =(Xx) such that6 
(1) r2 commutes with r1 (T~~T~=T~~T~). 
(2) 72”i=03i, i= 1,...,4. 
According to the classical Liouville’s theorem,” for almost all values of the first integrals, the 
corresponding invariant compact varieties of a completely integrable system are homeomorphic 
with several n-dimensional tori, on which the motion is straight linear. For the computation of the 
tori where the flow of the system is linear we need to describe the structure of the surface r with 
the above-mentioned symmetries. We do this in the next section. 
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III. TOPOLOGY OF THE SOLUTIONS 
Our aim is to make a topological classification of the four-tuples (r,rr,r2,h), where l? is a 
Riemann surface of genus g=9; 
7l : r+r is an anti-involution separating r, i.e., r = r + u rw r -; 
rrl = ix E rITlx = x); q+=r-; rrl = dr+ = dr- 
= X-‘(SW’); 
.’ r+nr-=0, 7:x = -j; r71 
q: r-r is an anti-involution, commuting with ri, rt r2= r2~t = u and satisfying the conditions: 
rz = iand X-‘(OUw)Cr72; 
X: T’+CP’ is a 4-sheeted meromorphic function. 
The four-tuples (I-,71 ,r2,X) and (I? ’ ,T; , ~1 ,h ‘) are called algebraically equivalent if there 
exists a biholomorphic map f: T-+r’ such that the following diagrams are commutative: 
r 71 c r r 72 c r 
x 
f f f f f CP’ 
6 c t 4 :? +> 
A’ 
1 
r’ 1-1 r’ r’ rf 
Let H, be the space of the above-mentioned classes of equivalence of four-tuples (JY,Tt ,r2,X). 
Consider the space H2 of pairs (T,h), forgetting temporarily the anti-involutions rl,~2. l? is a 
compact Riemann surface of genus 9, X is a 4-sheeted meromorphic function without any branch 
points at 00, so that X has 24 branch points over I’, giving an account of multiplicities. 
According to the classical Clebsch theorem13 the pair (T,X) can be expressed as a multivalued 
meromorphic function. Take 4 copies St ,...,S4 of CP’ and let hi = Xlsi: S+CP’ are biholo- 
morphic maps, i= I,..., 4. Take 12 disjoint paths yt ,..., y12 over CP’ and give every yi two indexes 
ai, pi, 1~ ai<Pi~4. Cut Sai and Spi along Xgi’( n) and Xa,‘( ri); glue the left beach of 
A:,‘( ri) with the right beach of X&‘( ri) and the right beach of “ii1 (ri) with the left beach of 
hiil( ri). So we constructed the pair (T,X). 




FIG. 1. Four types of paths. 
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area between yi and yi we must change the indexes Lyi and pi, if YiC U. If (Yk= Lyi then ok 
becomes pi. If ak = pi then a;, becomes q . If Pk= pi then pk becomes cq . 
Now, let us define a topology in the space H2 of pairs (F,X). Two pairs (T,A) and (I?%‘) are 
called algebraically equivalent if there exists a biholomorphic map f: T--+F’ such that 
A’cf(x))=A(x) for all XGF. Then we consider that (F,A)=(r’,A’) in H,. 
Continuous deformation or simply deformation of (r,A) in H, we define as a continuous 
deformation of the paths pi over CP’ (including deformations of the ends of n), without changing 
the indexes “i ,pi . This defines topology in H,. 
The space H, of four-tuples inherits the topology from H,. Every component K of H4 has a 
representative (l?‘, Q-; , ~-5 ,A ‘) E K which can be expressed as in the Clebsch theorem but sym- 
metrically about R and iR paths ‘yi . More precisely, (F ’ , ri , rl, A ‘) has four types of paths: 
R-paths: Pairs of paths (yi ,ri)CR, symmetrical about iR. 
p-paths: Pairs of paths ( yj ,rj); rj ,lj cross R and are symmetrical about iR. 
t-paths: PairS Of path ( Yk ,$; yk, yk CrOSS iR and are Sj’IlllIletliCd about R. 
X-paths: Four paths ( yI ,#, y; ,;ii), ylnR=O, y,fliR=0, symmetrical about R and iR. 
Moreover the symmetrical paths have the same indexes (a&, see Fig. 1. The R-, p-, t-, and 











I a7 1 






\\ + lx ,fl R‘ 4 \ I’ 
FIG. 2. Operation 0, (~~,cY&+cx/~,~$. 
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FIG. 3. Operation Oz(a/3). 
Recall that the our aim is to put every four-tuple (r,rt ,T~,X) EH, in “standard type,” i.e., on every 
component VC H4 we choose an element u E V and then deform V to u. For this purpose we 
consider the following 6 operations, which are deformations on H4. 
Operation 1. Replacement of a path 5, having indexes (c+) with a path 5’ with the same ends 
and the same indexes (@); change the indexes Q with j? and the indexes /3 with CY in the area G 
between 5 and 5’. All that is done symmetrically about R and iR and has 5 versions-for p-, t-, 
and x-paths, for x- and r-paths, and for p- and x-paths. We note this operation by 0, 
(ay,c@+c~@,/?y). See Fig. 2. 
Operation 2. Replacement of two neighboring t-paths, having the same indexes (a/3) with two 
x-paths, having indexes (Crp), too. We note this operation with O2 (cup>, see Fig. 3. 
Operation 3. Replacement of the t-path, having indexes (a~) with t-path, having indexes (PS) 
provided that there are two R-paths with indexes (a/?) and (~8). We note this operation with 0s 
(ay-+/3S), see Fig. 4. 
Operation 4. Permutation of the numbers of sheets of the covering--(1,2,3,4}-+{ii ,i2,i3 ,i4}. 
We note this operation with O4 (il ,i2,i3,i4). 
Operation 5. Replacement of the x-path, having indexes (q) with the x-path having indexes 
(PS), provided there are two R-paths, having indexes (@) and (~8). We note this operation with 
Os(ay--*/3cY), see Fig. 5. 
Operation 6. Replacement of two p-paths [,t’, having indexes (c$?) with two t-paths &l’, 
having the same ends and the same indexes (c@), but in the area G, between &t’,&c’ changing the 
indexes CY with /? and changing the indexes p with CY. We note this operation by O,, see Fig. 6. 
Lemma 1: Given a set of t-paths, it can be changed and ordered in the following form: 
(~lPlM~lP2> Y.&-G%,); (a2rl>,(a2r2),...,(a23/k2),..., where ffi # aj, Pi f pi, yi # yj 
for i # j. 
Proof: We use only Ol(~y,cQ-~~&v) and O,(a$) if necessary. 
Lemma 2: If there are at least two R-paths with indexes (12) and (34) then there exists such 
deformation in H,, which transforms R-paths so that there is one R-path, having indexes (34) and 
the others R-paths have indexes (12). 
Proof Let us transform three R-paths with indexes (12), (12), and (34) to three R-paths with 
indexes (12), (34), and (34). Moreover the other paths will not change their indexes. As the 
Riemann surface is connected there exists a t-path or a R-path, having indexes (12) (14), (23), or 
(24). We consider only the case when there is t-path with indexes (13). We use only 
Ol(c.uy,crj3--+cr~,/?$ and 0, if necessary and the stages of the deformation are: 
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BS 86 
4 76 _ Y6 0s 
\c ‘Ir 
.c- - ‘/ (tk - -a, s.d --- 
FIG. 4. Operation O3 (a-y-t@). 
(231, ,( WdW, ,(34),+(14), ,CW, ,(34), ,(34),+( 141, ,(34), ,(34), ,(23),--t 
We call the sheets a and /? of the covering “connected wirh t-paths” if there exists a sequence 
of t-paths with indexes (LYLY~),(cx~cx~),...,(c@). This relation separates the sheets 1, 2, 3, 4 from the 
disjoint t-components. If there is not a t-path with an index (Y we assume that the sheet cr is a 
single t-component. 
Using operation 6 we transform the p-paths into t-paths. Applying Lemma 1 and operation 4 
we can make the indexes of t-paths of the first t-component to be (12),( 13),...,( 1 k,), of the second 
t-component (il ,i,+ l>,(il ,i,+2) , . . . , (i 1 ,k2), etc. Thus we obtain a minimal number of t-paths, 
for which there are not two t-paths, having the same indexes and moreover sequence of indexes of 
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FIG. 5. Operation O~(ay-$G). 
t-paths is minimal in the lexicographical ordering. If the R-paths also are minimal in number, there 
are not two R-paths with indexes (c$), (try), /? # y and applying Lemma 2 we receive the 
minimal in the lexicographical ordering sequence of indexes of R-paths. Using operation 1 we 
receive the minimal in the lexicographical ordering sequence of indexes of x-paths. 
a@ BY a6 76 
“-‘I- 91 -Y -’ 
t 
4 cd 8-f 76 -% 
1 a/!?1’4; 02, 1 abL76 
FIG. 6. Operation 06. 
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TABLE I. Possibilities for the t-paths. 
number of connected components -+ 
i number of r-paths 
Number 1 2 . 3 4 
0 \ \ 0 
1 \ \ (>2) \ 
2 
U&W~ 
(12),(34) or (12),(13) \ \ 
3 \ \ \ 
We define standard type of an element of H, as such representative of the same component of 
H,, for which: (a) there exist only t-, R-, and x-paths, (b) the number of R-paths is minimal, (c) 
the number of f-paths is minimal, (d) the sequence of indexes of paths (tl R 1 x) is minimal in the 
lexicographical ordering. 
According to Lemma 1, all possibilities for the t-paths are as in Table 1. All possibilities for 
the x-paths, according to the number and indexes of t-paths, are given in Tables II-V together 
with the operations, by which one couple of indexes replace the other when it is possible and when 
we like it. The empty squares in the tables are the possible combinations. 
For the t-paths there exist the following five cases. 
Case I. There is not a t-path. 
Then all possible couples of indexes of x-paths are (12), (13), (14), (23), (24), and (34). Combi- 
nations of two t-paths are given in Table II. If there are three x-paths, there are not R- and t-paths, 
because of the number of branch points. Hence x-paths have indexes (12), (13), and (14) in order 
to have the connected Riemann surface. 
Case ZZ. There is one t-path (with indexes (12)). 
Applying operation 1 we replace with x-paths, having indexes (23) or (24) with x-paths, having 
indexes (13) or (14), respectively. The possibilities are given in Table III by the empty squares. 
Case ZZZ. There are two t-paths with indexes (12) and (13) correspondingly. 
Applying operation 1 we replace (23), (24), and (34) indexes of x-paths, with (13), (14), and (14), 
respectively. See in Table IV the possibilities for combinations of two x-paths. 
Case ZK There are two t-paths with indexes (12) and (34) correspondingly. 
Applying operation 1 we replace (23), (24), and (14) indexes of x-paths with (23), (24), and (34), 
respectively. See table V. 
Case v There are three t-paths with indexes (12), (13), and (14). 
By operation 1 we replace every x-path with a x-path, having indexes (12). 
The above five cases are all combinations of t-paths. In Table VI are given all possible 
combinations of indexes of R-paths and r-paths together with the operations, which replace in- 
dexes when it is possible and when we like it. All combinations of R-, t-, and x-paths are given in 
Tables VII-XI. If there is not such element of H4 (because there are not enough branch points or 
if the obtained Riemann surface is unconnected) the corresponding square is crossed out. The 
TABLE II. Possibilities for the r-paths. 
Indexes (12) (13) (14) (23) (24) (34) 
(12) 0,(12,23-+12,13) 0,(12,24-+12,14) 
(13) \ 0,(13,23-+12,13) 0,(13,34+13,14) 
(14) \ \ 0,(14,24+12,14) 0,(14,34-+13,14) 
(23) \ \ \ 0~(23,24+23,24) 
(24) \ \ \ \ 0,(24,34+23,24) 
(34) \ \ \ \ \ 
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(12) 03) (14) (34) 
\ 
\ \ 0,(13,34-+13,14) 
\ \ \ 0,(14,34-+13,14) 
operations, by which elements of one and the same component of H, are changed with the element 
of this component which is in standard type, are given in the tables too. Therefore the empty 
squares in Tables VII-XI correspond to different components of H,. The different components of 
H, are noted by A,Bl,B2 ,..., Ql,Q2. 
We call the connected components of F” = {x E F: rix = x} Ti-ovals. Each oval is a cycle 
over F. According to Ref. 14, the set F ‘1 U F72 consists of the following admissable elements: 
(1) rz-ovals k and rik, where kll rlk=O, see Fig. 7. 
(2) Sequence of ovals kl,...,kzs, sal, k,&l?‘z, kzi-tCl?‘l, i=l,...,s and the sections 
k,nk,,k,nk3,..., kzi-1 tlkzi,k2inkt consist of one point. Such components of IY’lUrQ are 
called garlands. See Fig. 8. 
Define the signature deg X,, for the q-oval k as the power of the covering X:k-+RP’. If k is 
the r*-oval we define deg X,, as the power of the covering X:k-+iRP’. Moreover when the anti- 
involution r separates T,I’” induces an orientation over I“. Thus we define the sign of the number 
deg X,, when the anti-involution separates r.15 According to Ref. 15, the admissable four-tuples 
(r,r, ,r2,X) have the following topological invariants: 
(1) c-the number of garlands and deg A,, for every oval k of anti-involution r2 included in this 
garland (the signatures of A over ovals of ri are always equal to 1); 
(2) L,--the half of the ~~~ovals, out of garlands (without “c+-points”); 
(3) e,-the type of r2:e2= 1 if I? does not separate I’ and e2=2 otherwise. Moreover, if e2=2 and 
if the unequality 
c Xlki < C 1 Xlkil=2 
ki-r2-ovd ki-r2-oval 
is fulfilled, there exists an additional invariant ,y2:t4 
(4) x2 is the genus of the surface 
r+nh-‘{ZE clrm Z)o}, X2+&63. 
In our case, x2=0 or x2=2, because x2 is even. 
The above four invariants completely determine the different components of the space H,. 
Thus we obtain the following 





02) (13) (14) 
\ 
\ \ 
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TABLE V. Possibilities for the x-paths. 
Indexes (12) (13) (34) 
(12) 
(13) \ 
(34) \ \ 
Theorem I. There exist 36 topologically dtperent four-tuples (r,rl ,r2,X), which can be the 
spectra for the problem (2), i.e., the space H, consists of 36 components. Representatives of these 
four-tuples are pictured in Fig. 9 where the rz-ovals of degree 0 over RP’ are drawn bold. The 
number of the invariant tori in every case is 2”i. This number nt and the values of the invariants 
are given in Table XII. The general number of the invariant tori is 143. 
Proof It is seen from Tables I-XI that every component of H, can be transformed to one of 
these 36 representatives. Since they have different values of at least one invariant, they are 
different. The number of the invariant tori is computed by the following 
Theorem. (Reference 16) The set T=(zo:rlzO=--~e,r~z~~z~+r~A-A(modA))CJ(~) consists of 
2”-t elements, where m=c+L2, c is the number of garlands, 2L2 is the number of ovals of r2 out 
of garlands, A is the Riemann theta-divison A is the lattice of the periods. All 2”‘-t components 
have dimension (over R&g + o- 1) where 217 is the number of a-points on r. 
TABLE VI. Combinations of R- and t-paths. , 
indexes of r-paths -+ 
1 indexes of R-paths 
Indexes 0 (12) (w.(13) (W34) (WW,(14) 




04( 1432) 0,(1243) 0,(1243) 0,(2341)-t- 
(14) 0,(24,12--,12,14)+ 
0,(23,12-+12,13) 
0,(3214) 0,(2134) 0,(3124)+ 0,(2134) 0,(4123)-k 
(23) 0,(13,23+12,13) 0,(14,24-+12,14)+ 
0 ,( 14,34-+ 13,14) 
0,(423 1) 0,(2 143) 0,(3124)+ 0,(2143) 0,(4123)+ 
(24 0,(13,23+12,13) 0,(14,24+12,14)+ 
0,(14,34-t13,14) 
04(3412) 0,(2314)+ 0,(3412) 0,(3412)+ 
(34) 0,(23,12+12,13) 0,(34,13--+13,14) 
0,(1324) 0,(2314)+ 
(13)&W 0,(23,12--+12,13) 
o&3412) 0,(2134) 0,(3124)+ ~(2134) o,(2341)+ 
(14,(23) 0,(13,23+12,13) 0,(24,12-+12,14)+ 
0,(23,12-t13,12) 
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TABLE VII. Combinations of R- and x-paths, when there are not r-paths. 
indexes of R-paths -+ 
1 indexes of x-paths 
Indexes 0 (159 WM4 
& 
\ \ \ 
\ \ \ 
(13) \ \ Cl 
(14) \ \ o,,( 1243) 
(23) \ \ 0,(2134) 
(24) \ \ ~(2143) 
(34) \ \ \ 
WS~2) \ \ \ 
(13),(13) \ \ c2 
(14),(14) \ \ q(1243) 
CW,@) \ \ 04( 1243) 
(WQ4) \ \ 0,(2143) 
(34).(34) \ \ \ 
(12).(13) \ \ c3 
(12104) \ \ 04( 1243) 
W),W) \ \ \ 
(13).(14) \ El 0,(3412)+ 
0,(13,23+12,13) 
UWN \ BZ 0,(24-+13) 
(14),(23) \ ~(2134) ~(2134) 
WL(23) \ 0,(2134) o&2134) 
WMW,W) A \\ \\\ 
IV. EXPLICIT SOLUTIONS IN PRYM THETA-FUNCTIONS 
In Ref. 6 formulas for the components Wjj of the angular velocity have been found. Let a 
canonical basis (a,b)=(al ,..., ag,bl ,..., b,) in the one-dimensional homologies H,(T) be fixed. 
Let A: r+ J(T) be the Abel’s map onto the Jacobian J(T) of l? with an initial point X0 Er; 
Ajs=A(wj-moos), where A: r-X9 is the continued Abel’s map after paths y,,...,y4 from x0 to 
TABLE VIII. Combinations of R- and x-paths, when there is one r-path with indexes (12). 
indexes of R-paths + 
1 indexes of x-paths 
Indexes 
(12),(34) (L3.W) 
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TABLE IX. Combinations of R- and x-paths, when there are two r-paths with indexes (12),( 13). 
indexes of R-paths + 
I indexes of x-paths 
Indexes 
0 
0 (12MW (14).(14) (NW 









































“I ,...,~4 have been fixed. Let fii be the meromorphic differential with a pole in ai, the principal 
part of which is J-ldX and with zero a-periods; lJ’ eC9 is the vector of b-periods of Q. Let 
E(mi~~j)=E(sci,“j)[dX(Pi)dX(COj)]-”2 where E(x,y),x,y E r is the prime-form of the Rie- 
mann surface r with a local coordinate A-’ around wk .17 Let B be the Riemann matrix of r and 
@[g(zlB) be the Riemann theta-function with characteristics a,p,@[~](zlB)=@(zlB). ThenI6 
O(Ajs+za+rU) 
O(Zo+tU)E(mj,COs)' 
where z,a=A(d-co,-.a.-m,-A), A is the Riemann theta-divisor, 
U= It CJ t + 1, U2 + I, U3 + 14U4 and the integrals are considered as a principal value if necessary. 
The basis (a,b)=(a, ,..., ag,b t , . . . ,b,) in H,(T) is called the a-basis if 
TABLE X. Combinations of R- and x-paths, when there are two r-paths with indexes (12),(34). 
indexes of R-paths -+ 














(W12) (13).(13) (W,W (l%W) 
\ 01 \ 0,(34+12) 
\ 02 \ Os(34-9 12) 
N 03 o&34-+12) o&34-+12) 
\ 0,(3412) * o&34-+12) 
* * * * 
l * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * 
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TABLE XI. Combinations of R- and y-paths, when there are three t-paths with indexes (12),(13),(14). 
indexes of R-paths -+ 
1 indexes of x-paths 
Indexes (12) (13) WM1’3,W) (13),(13),(24) 
0 Pl 0,(14-t23) 0,(14-+23) 
(12) P2 * * 
(T(b3)=-bg,u(b4)=-a4,db5)=-b5,v(b6)=-b6, 
a(b,)=-bl,c(bg)=-b2,(+(b9)=-b3. 
In a c-basis the theta-function O(z 1 ,. . .,zslB) of genus 9 can be reduced to theta-functions of 
genus 6 and 3. According toI 
O=(z1,..., Z~lB)=~(Zl+Z7rZ2+Z~,Z3+Z~,Z4,Z5,Z612n)~(Zl-Z,,Z2-Z~,Z3-2~12~) 
+@[i i i “, ; j (Zl+Z7,Z2+ZtbZ3+Z%Z4,Z5,Z612~) 
1 I 1 
x@ y y 2 (Zl-Z7,Z2-Z&Z3-2&<), i 1 0 0 0 
where B is the Riemann matrix of T,I1=(Hii)~,j= 1 is the Prym matrix, l=( lij):,j= 1 is the Rie- 
mann matrix of T,=r/a (g(T1)=3). B, II, and l are related by 
m,+511 1712+512 1713+513 n14 
- 
17 n K,-511 
~ ~ 2 2 2 15 16 2 
n2l+ 521 313[22+522 IT23+123 n21-521 
- - 
n 
2 2 2 14 K5 &6 - 2 
n31+531 n32+c32 n33+L33 n31-531 - ~ 
2 2 ~ l-h4 2 n15 h6 2 
HI41 n42 HI43 2&4 2n45 2&6 n14 
B= n51 n52 n53 21754 2n55 2n56 n15 
n61 1762 n63 2fl64 2n65 2n66 &6 
~ll-~rll &2-512 &3-513 
- ~ 
17 
2 2 2 14 &5 b6 
&I+511 
- 2 
n2l-l2l IT,,-522 n23-123 n14 ~21+521 
- - 2 2 2 m5 h6 2 
I n31-531 fl32-532 n33-533 n n31+531 - - - 2 2 2 14 n15 ITI6 2 
1712512 
2 
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TABLE XII. Theorem 1. 
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FIG. 7. q-oval. 
The basis (a,b)=(al ,..., ag,bl , . . . $9) in H,(r) is called ~~-basis if 
~1(~1)=~7~~~(~2)=~8,71(~~)=ug,7~(u~)=u~,7~(u~)=u5,71(u6)=u6, 
In this basis the real part TCPrymr of the Prym variety pick up the form6 
where A = (2 ?rmN + MB(N,M E CT is the lattice of the periods. 
Reducing the Riemann theta-function to Prym theta-function we get 
Theorem 2. The components WjS of the angular velocity of the rotation of a rigid body around 
a jixed point in a quadratic potential field are equal to 
(**)Wj,(t)=(Zi-Z,)~~~ exp ~j~E-‘(mi,mj) 
i 
u;+ - u;+ m!. {,4 .,5 ,,6 1 
2 2 1; ;; ;q(i+tfi,2nN3[~ i #i,2, 
x 
q!=,@ 2 I 
i i ’ 
2 2 f. O O o](iii9,nY$ : $0,26) . 
lo 0 0 0 0 01 lo 0 01 
In this formula pjS depends on QE T (see Table, XIII), KjS depends on the Prym matrix 
I’I=(IIij>f,j= 1 (see Table XIV), z^ is the projection of zO E T on the Prym variety (see Table XV); 
FIG. 8. Garland. 
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‘3 -IsA 
a 
12 34 34 12 
-t- 
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1* 12 
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El 
FIG. 9. The different components of the space H4. 
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1% 1% + 1% 134 
13 13 
I 
Ix 1% f 134 19( 
1% 112 + 112 1% 
Jq- 
El 
II4 jj2 ,* 111 (14 
-+ I6 1: 12’311* I,, E4 
I I 13 II 12 I I ‘3 14 
13 L3 
t- I I 12 ,I II 13 I I 13 Ed 









21 13 L.3 13 L.3 LJ I3 13 13 21 
12 
“1 
FIG. 9 (Continued.) 
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I& I2 14 
’ *’ 
2 13 2 
ts 
L2 
I, ,4 I4 14 II 1, 14 II 
12 
13 
,;yYf ;K1 !;I jf; 
.I4 : l*T!* :* 31 
L1 
FIG. 9 (Conrinued.) 
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FIG. 9 (Continued.) 
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FIG. 9 (Conrinued.) 
[I[ Ul 7J2 = 4 4 4 4 4 vf 4 1 
is a semiperiod (see Table XVI); 
U is the projection of the vector U= I, U’ + I,lJ2 + I, U3 + I,U4 on the Prym variety, i is an 
integral on r/(+ 
The Prym-matrix n, i =bj, and 6 have real symmetries-see Tables XVII-XIX. All tables are 
for the component A of the space H4. 
Remark: In the other 35 components of the space H, the formula is analogous, but we do not 
compute the values of the quantities and their symmetries, because of the many computations, 
which are similar to the above. 
Proof: To prove the theorem it is convenient to work with characteristics 
cp 
Z= [I *I, =Z&-ii,b+Bg~. 
Let TEACH~. The basis (a,b) in Fig. 10 is a g-basis. In this basis uA=A17 and 
CPI (P2 (P3 (P4 qo, (P6 ql+nl p2+n2 rp3fn3 1 +I +2 $3 (c/4 @Is @6 h+ml *2+m2 ti3+m3 ’ 
where nl,n2,n3,m,,m2,m3EZ. 
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TABLE XIV. It,, on the component A of the space H,. 
j=2, s=l -- 
j=3, s=l ;: -- 
j=4, s=l $6 -- 
j=2, s=3 ti.db -~ 
j=2, s=4 d n66 -___ 
j=3, s=4 dn66 
2 
The basis (U’,b’)=(~~,~2,~3,~~-~7,~2-~s,~3-~g,~l-~4,~2-~5,~3 -a,,b,+b4 
+b,,b2+b5+b8,b3+b6+b9,-b7, - b8,- b,,- b,,- b5,- b6) is a T,-basis. In this basis the 
vector zo= - @zo(mod A) has the form 
%i+cp4+nl 
d= qt 1 
2e+(ps+nz ... -ql-nl -q2-n2 e.0 -504 -95 ... 
+2 **- -mi -2 
. . . 1 *l’1-*4 h2-& . . . 9 
where B’ is the Riemann matrix in the basis (a ’ ,b ‘). (See Ref. 18 for the formula, changing 
characteristics when the basis is changed). If z= [$lB, z’ = [‘,:],I where 










CPI  M  P3  
WI 2+2 24% 
[ 
cpl (P2 ch 
WI v2 v3 
[ 
cpl 92 P3 
2*, v2 v3 
CPI (p2 (P3 
WI 24% 2’th 
1 
CPI P2 P3 
WI w2 w3 
[ 
cpl cpz P3 
WI 2% 2343 
[ 
rpl P7 93 
244 wz w3 
cpl 49 -(P3 1 24% w2 w3 8 
-w-i .-& -cp3-$ 
WI w2 1 24% B 
-p,-; P2 -P3 
WI 24% 1 24% B 
-wi -R-i -(P3 
WI 1 w2 w3 B 
-(P,-5 -4% -R-1 
WI w2 1 34 * 
-91 
-(&-+ -v3 1 WI 24% 24% B 
-a -(&-f -R-i 
WI 7% 1 2’+% B 
-PI -cpz -& 1 WI w2 w3 B 
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000 10 0 
0 0 0 -i -f 1 -f 2n 
I 0000 d0 0 0 0 0 -f 1 -f 2n 
I 00000~ 0 0 0 0 0 -1  2ll 
[ 
0 0 0 ; -f 0 
0 0 0 -g 0 0 I 217 
[ 
0 0 0 i 0 -; 1 0 0 0 -f -f 0 2* 
[ 0 0 0 0 f -f 0 0 0 0 -3 0 1 2n 
FIG. 10. u-basis on the component ACH.,. 
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‘p’=p(P-4* 
@‘=s*-rep and (;I)=(; ;)( ;),(; ;) E%&T,Z). 
By the condition 7,zo ’ = -zl, we find that ml=m2=m3=Q; $4=21cl17 hj=W2, +6=2e3v 
+4=-+l-nl/2, t+b5=-+2-n2/2, t+b6=-@3-n3/2. Therefore 
cp, v2 503 --n-n112 - (p2-n212 -p3-n3l2 ql+nl cp2fn2 cp3fn3 
ti* 42 $3 24% 2*2 2h 1 fil rcIz *3 B 
and the variety T={zo: T,ZO= -zo, uzo= - zo(mod A)}CJ(r) consists of 8 components 
T, ,..., T,, where 
Every component is a six-dimensional real torus, the coordinates of whkh are the real num- 
bers 50, ,(P2,93, @I, &,$3 E s’ = R,,. ThUS We obtain 
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see Table XV. Let 
jjs= 
I 
mTi Iini f j,s= l)..., 4, 
l‘ijs=fij-is, j,s= l,..., 4, 
‘j=(Al(mj)-A7(Wj),A2(wj)-Ag(wj),A3(wj)-A9(Wj)), 
8js=iij-d,, j,s= l,..., 4. 
Using the formula 
we determine that the denominator of (**) is 
and that 
O(Ajs+Zo+tU)=C O 2 2 2 il, [ ~ ~ ~ :: ~ ~](dll+i-ri.,2nl.B[ i i ~1 (ffjs)25). 




AZ,= () 0 0 -f -$ -+ 1 2n’ 
fi=(& ,...&). 
Using the formula (*) we obtain 
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i [ 
000 
0(~21+~+fti~213)~exp(ti21)=0 ?+tfi+ + 
0 0 
2rI 
0 0 0 -$ -f -; II 2rI 1 
000 3 0 0 
=@ [ 




IT44 *pT &+tl& xexpy. exp -4+2--- 
2 1 
000 4 0 0 
=@ [ 




II44 z4 r&-i -exp -4- F+- 1 2 ’ 
where z^=(Z11,212,213,i4ri5,Z^6). Further, 
@h B i 
[ 
0 0 0 
000000 1 (i21+i+tfi~211)~ exp(tizl) 
=. 
ii 
fr i f 0 0 0 
000000 1 +Li21+~+ttij12H 2rI 1 








2 2 1 
=. ii 
0 0 0 
t 3 f 1 [ 0 + 000000 0 2rI 
tti4 











r],,+n22+fi33+n44 ~,2+~,3+~14+~23+n24+n34 - 
4 2 
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tfi,+tfi,+tfil,+tfi, Z^,+Z”~+&+Z”L, - - 
2 2 
+ “J-1+ n,,+n,,+n33 n,2+n,3+n23 i,+z”2+z”3 






000 10 0 
=@ o o o li -f --J+i+tO~2ll)~exp[ -%-;+e), 
A rI 44 
Kz,=-4, 
We compute that 
and 
A 
ew(cpkd&)=exp &%,+4’,+4’,-2@,)+:. 1 
The received expressions, substituted in (**) get us W2, for the component A of the space H4. In 
the others cases for j,s = 1 ,...,4 the computations are analogous. 
The real symmetries of the Prym matrix follow from: 
(1) The condition of realness B’ = PBP, where 
(2) The relations between B, II, and 5. 
(3) The formula B’ =M’BM-’ (Ref. 18) for the basis change. 
Let the paths y2,y3,y4 joint Po=ml with ~0 2, ~0 3,034 respectively. As we see in Fig. 15 
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TABLE XVIII. The symmetries of ljS on the component A of the space H,. 
j=2, s=l 
j=3, s=l R; $3,+*,+) 
j=4, s=l Re &,+++) 
j=2, s=3 ~,l-=ifZl 512-522 5X3-523 ~,y,y 




Using @a=--wand (~*fi~=a,, $a, = --as, s=l ,...,4 we obtain the symmetries of the 
~=(u~+u;,u;+us,,us,+us,,u~,u;,us,) 
as well in Table XVII, and of the bj, as well in Tables XVIII and XIX. 
In the other cases for j,, = 1,...,4 the computations are completely analogous. The theorem is 
proven. 
TABLE XIX. The symmetries of the Prym matrix n on the component A of the space H,. 
Reals 
Pure imaginaries 
II, ; i = 1,2,3,; j = l,..., 6 
“ij ; i,j=4,5,6 
Kl 
Re II.,, = - 2 ,Re IIs2- --+,Ren63=-!$ 
ReII,2=Rens,=-% 
OthlX 
Re II,,=Re II,,=- !$ 
Re &=Re l&z= - 2 
II,,=\m l&, ,&=Im II,,,ll,=Im I&3 
IL= f ImO&2+W 
IL= 7 Idb3+JW 
&6= I Jim53+w 
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